NEW BROTHEL OPENS IN BUNDY, NOTHING REALLY CHANGES
Admissions thankful for something interesting to show on tours
By Mr. Spiny '16
I'M NOT THAT KIND OF GAL DEPT.
(CANDLELIT BUNNY DINING HALL) For those living in Bundy this semester, the amount of scantily clad women and ties on door knobs have been rising steadily thanks to a new brothel started by a 30-year-old Professor of Physics Ivan Plantagenent, offered one possible cause: "After Ivan finished his dissertation on the physics of particle accelerators, I got him an iPad as a celebratory gift," she said. "But ever since he started teaching, he's just used it as a coaster," she sobbed. "I don't even know if he knows how to take the cover off anymore."
The poll's results come hot on the heels of a recent Honors Court case where 85-year-old Professor of Medieval Studies Ebenezer J. Cambria convicted eight students of witchcraft because their "handwriting" looked eerily similar. "[The handwriting] was neat, orderly, and of a uniform size," Cambria said. "When I asked them what it was, they told me 'Helveticua Neus,' which can only be some sort of demonic spell for perfect handwriting!" The students were released after they successfully proved their innocence by weighing less than a duck.
After analyzing their data using slide rules and abacuses, the Levitt Center recommended a mandatory technology training session for all faculty at the beginning of the academic year. College spokesman John Nitterman Jr. responded to the recommendation at a recent conference.
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Quincy Adams says, "Don't let anyone tell you otherwise. Teabagging the Potomac really clears up your Foggy Bottom."
In case anyone missed the Super Bowl last weekend, here's a brief recap of the game. This year the Portland TrailBlazers defeated the Denver Nuggets in an exciting display of athleticism and sportsmanship. The players lined up on the fresh, sweetly fragranced grass for the kickoff, and from the first play it was a thrilling game. I mean this was some NICE grass, man.

Early on, the Nugs seemed to be struggling as the Blazers dominated the field. It seemed Blazer's linebacker Ray Lewis had intended to distribute some pain, as he laid down enormous hits that had the Nuggets gasping for air. However, Lewis was ejected from the game after an illegal hit and was reportedly dragged from the field shouting, "It should be legal for me to hit these athletes!"

The Nuggets' gasping for air. However, Lewis was ejected in a daring 4th-and-20 final play, a devastating loss on their home turf in mile-high Denver. The highlights of the Blazers' celebration included the raising of a commemorative banner in the team's signature purple, and the presenting of some impressive rings.

All things considered, this year's Super Bowl was a memorable one, but one we totally forgot about until like just now, and then when we remembered it, it was like, "Holy shit," you know?

Blazers' quarterback Joe Flacco, citing his receiver's routes as a key factor in their victory, stated that "They were really burning up those J's." Flacco's teammates were quick to praise him as well, repeatedly mentioning how the QB is "always down to throw." The Blazer's coaching staff made sure to commend the efforts of their opponents, lauding their defensive play as "some real sour D."

After an exciting comeback in the last quarter, the Nugs fell short in a daring 4th-and-20 final play, a devastating loss on their home turf in mile-high Denver. The highlights of the Blazers' celebration included the raising of a commemorative banner in the team's signature purple, and the presenting of some impressive rings.
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